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Three keys to 118-116 overtime win over Bobcats 

By Chris Vivlamore 

A look at the three keys elements of the Hawks’ 118-116 overtime win over the Bobcats Saturday: 

Lou Williams in OT: The Hawks guard scored 10 overtime points, all from the free-throw line, and 

grabbed three rebounds in the extra period. Williams scored the Hawks' final points on their last five 

possessions. He had three straight possessions when he rebounded a Bobcats miss and was fouled.  

 

Williams led a contingent of Hawks' bench players with 28 points. Mike Scott added 18 points. Williams 

also hit a 3-pointer at the end of the third quarter in the middle of a Hawks' run to erase a 14-point 

deficit. 

 

"At the same time Paul (Millsap) had a great game, we had other guys step up," Williams said. "That is 

what we’ve been stressing, for other guys to step in and fill those voids. Elton (Brand) did a great job. 

Mike (Scott) and Pero (Antic), collectively did a great job. I think everybody played great. That is one 

thing we have to bottle up and bring to the table night in and night out.” 

 

Pero Antic's game-tying 3-pointer: After missing his first four 3-point attempts, Pero Antic drained a 

dramatic long-range basket with 3.1 seconds left in regulation to tie the game at 101-101 and set up the 

extra period. Antic actually inbounded the ball on the opposite side of the court. After the Hawks 

couldn't get a good look, Antic took a pass from Kyle Korver and put up a one-legged shot from the 

corner. 

 

“People don’t know, but Pero practices that shot all the time," Mike Scott said. "I just couldn’t believe he 

did that (in the game). When he shot, I was like “No! Yeah! I wanted that.’ That was a crazy shot. It 

should be on (ESPN SportsCenter) Top 10.” 

 

While the Hawks have several options on inbound plays, coach Mike Budenholzer admitted after the 

game, that was not one of them. 

 

“That was not one of the options,"Budenholzer said. "They defended everything extremely well. Credit 

to them. It’s just one of those things in basketball. Sometimes you get a lucky bounce, you get a lucky 

shot. Pero is a heck of a player. He’s a heck of a shot maker. He does some unique things. We were 

fortunate.” 

 

Paul Millsap fills in for Al Horford: The Hawks, playing without the injured Al Horford, got contributions 

from several players. None more than Millsap. The forward scored a season-high 33 points, and 13 

rebounds, two blocks and two assists. One of the blocks was on former Jazz teammate Al Jefferson. 

Millsap was also called upon to guard Jefferson, the Bobcats center. 

 

"I don’t think it has really hit everybody yet," Millsap said of playing without Horford early in the game.  

 

"Everybody is still a little shocked by the situation. You can tell. Al is a big part of what we do. Once we 

shook it off, guys went out there and played ball.” 

 


